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This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the workshops which complemented the 23rd Symposium on Formal Methods, FM 2019,
held in Porto, Portugal, in October 2019. This volume presents the papers that have been accepted for the following workshops: Third
Workshop on Practical Formal Verification for Software Dependability, AFFORD 2019; 8th International Symposium From Data to Models and
Back, DataMod 2019; First Formal Methods for Autonomous Systems Workshop, FMAS 2019; First Workshop on Formal Methods for
Blockchains, FMBC 2019; 8th International Workshop on Formal Methods for Interactive Systems, FMIS 2019; First History of Formal
Methods Workshop, HFM 2019; 8th International Workshop on Numerical and Symbolic Abstract Domains, NSAD 2019; 9th International
Workshop on Open Community Approaches to Education, Research and Technology, OpenCERT 2019; 17th Overture Workshop, Overture
2019; 19th Refinement Workshop, Refine 2019; First International Workshop on Reversibility in Programming, Languages, and Automata,
RPLA 2019; 10th International Workshop on Static Analysis and Systems Biology, SASB 2019; and the 10th Workshop on Tools for
Automatic Program Analysis, TAPAS 2019.
Fully updated for Android Studio 2.3 and Android 7, the goal of this book is to teach the skills necessary to develop Android based
applications using the Android Studio Integrated Development Environment (IDE) and the Android 7 Software Development Kit (SDK).
Beginning with the basics, this book provides an outline of the steps necessary to set up an Android development and testing environment.
An overview of Android Studio is included covering areas such as tool windows, the code editor and the Layout Editor tool. An introduction to
the architecture of Android is followed by an in-depth look at the design of Android applications and user interfaces using the Android Studio
environment. More advanced topics such as database management, content providers and intents are also covered, as are touch screen
handling, gesture recognition, camera access and the playback and recording of both video and audio. This edition of the book also covers
printing, transitions and cloud-based file storage. The concepts of material design are also covered in detail, including the use of floating
action buttons, Snackbars, tabbed interfaces, card views, navigation drawers and collapsing toolbars. In addition to covering general Android
development techniques, the book also includes Google Play specific topics such as implementing maps using the Google Maps Android
API, in-app billing and submitting apps to the Google Play Developer Console. The key new features of Android Studio and Android 7 are
also covered in detail including the new Layout Editor, the ConstraintLayout and ConstraintSet classes, constraint chains, direct reply
notifications, Firebase remote notifications and multi-window support. Chapters also cover advanced features of Android Studio such as
Gradle build configuration and the implementation of build variants to target multiple Android device types from a single project code base.
Assuming you already have some Java programming experience, are ready to download Android Studio and the Android SDK, have access
to a Windows, Mac or Linux system and ideas for some apps to develop, you are ready to get started.
A fun way to create interesting and cool apps for your Wearable device using Android programming. About This Book Create real-time
Android Wear apps from scratch and become a pro Android Wear Developer Learn to create apps specially dedicated to the Android Wear
platform Design custom Wear UIs and create interactive Watch faces Who This Book Is For The book is for Android developers with a good
understanding of programming and developing applications on Android, but they need not have any experience of creating Wear apps. What
You Will Learn Design and build Wear apps. Learn how to use offline storage in Wear apps. Understand sensors and how to work with them
Work with standalone applications of the wear 2.0 API. Create a map application for Android Wear devices Write a watch face and
understand more about Wear 2.0 Work with firebase realtime database and firebase functions Create a chatting application that has wear
companion app In Detail Android Wear Projects is your opportunity to step into the exciting new world of Android Wear app development.
This book will help you to master the skills in Android Wear programming and give you a complete insight on wear app development. You will
create five different Android Wear apps just like the most popular Android Wear apps. You will create a To-do list, a city maps app, a Wear
messenger, Wear fitness tracker and Watch face. While you create these apps you will learn to create custom notifications, receive voice
inputs in notifications, add pages to notifications and stack notifications. You will see how to create custom wear app layouts, the custom UIs
specially designed for Wear. You will learn to handle and manage data and syncing data with other devices, create interactive Watch faces
and also ensure the safety and security of your Wear apps by testing and securing your apps before you deploy them on the app store. Style
and approach This book will take a project based tutorial style approach where every chapter will create a separate android Wear app and
highlight different features of android Wear apps.
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This book constitutes the proceedings of the Second EAI International Conference on Intelligent Transport Systems, INTSYS 2108, which
was held in Guimarães, Portugal, in November 2018. The 11 revised full papers were selected from 16 submissions and are organized in four
thematic sessions on parking and collaborative approaches, case studies and simulation, mobility and planning, and Future 5V.
If you are a web developer, this handy guide will empower you to quickly learn the fundamentals of AngularJS development and deployment.
??????????????????C???????C???????????????????C ???????????????????????????????????

???????EJB 3????????????,??EJB 3?????EJB 3???????Java???API?EJB 3??????????????,???
????????????????????????????:????????????????????????????????????????????NP??????????????????????????????????
This fixed-layout eBook teaches all essential web technologies from A to Z. Skillfully written, extremely succinct, with a lot of
tables, diagrams, examples and screen output, it touches the latest experimental technology in action. Covering some hardly
documented 'tricks' beyond the basics, this book guarantees to transform an Internet newcomer to an accomplished web
developer. For every web developer, it is a handy must-have. As we know, various web technologies are interconnected and it is
impossible to fully master one technology without knowing another. Traditionally, a serious web developer needs to rely on several
books or sources when coding a website. This book represents an all-in-one solution. It presents to you a holistic view of all
essential web technologies. It means spending less money and time in learning more. The topics include HTML, CSS, JavaScript,
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PHP, AJAX, SQL, XML, XPath, XSD, XQuery, XSLT, SVG, Canvas, WebGL, Java Applet, Flash ActionScript, Red5, Firebase,
WebRTC, htaccess, mod rewrite, jQuery, cURL, WordPress, SEO etc. (This eBook should be read using a fixed-layout-compatible
(epub3) reader such as the Gitden Reader in Android.)
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Practical solutions for developing seamless experiences for application that scales. About This Book A Solution based approach
that would help you create high-quality apps for your businesses Harness the power of real-time database to create apps that work
on multiple platforms Build a customized solution for your app development challenges with Firebase Who This Book Is For This
book will assume you have at least a minimum set of skills in JavaScript, HTML and CSS. Also, having some familiarity with
backend technologies will be helpful. After all we're going to build a backend application that will change the way backend
developer works. What You Will Learn Use Firebase Diverse Authentication systems Integrate easy, secure File Hosting using
Firebase Storage services Make your application serverless using Firebase Cloud Functions Use the powerful Firebase Admin
SDK for privilege management Use Firebase within NativeScript apps for cross-platform applications Modify, structure, save and
serve data in and from Realtime Database Get acquainted with the newly introduce Cloud Firestore, a scalable database for your
web and mobile applications In Detail Do you feel tired just thinking or even hearing about backend technologies, authentication or
the tedious task of deployment? Firebase is here to change the way you develop and make your app a first-class citizen of the
cloud. This books takes a solution based approach by providing you recipes that would help you understand the features of
Firebase and implement them in your existing web or mobile applications. We start-off by creating our first Firebase application
and integrating its services into different platforms and environments for mobile as well as web applications. Then we deep dive
into Real-time Database and Firebase Storage that allows your users to access data across various devices with realtive ease.
With each chapter you will gradually create the building blocks of your application from securing your data with Firebase Rules to
authenticating your users with O-Auth. Moving along we would explore modern application development techniques such as
creating serverless applications with Firebase Cloud Functions or turning your traditional applications into progressive apps with
Service workers. Finally you will learn how to create cross-platform mobile apps, integrate Firebase in native platforms, and learn
how to monetize your mobile applications using Admob for Android and iOS. Style and approach This recipe-based practical guide
presents each topic with step-by-step instructions on how you can create collaborative and efficient progressive applications using
the latest features and capabilities in Firebase.
Summary In 2017, consumers downloaded 178 billion apps, and analysts predict growth to 258 billion by 2022. Mobile customers
are demanding more—and better—apps, and it’s up to developers like you to write them! Flutter, a revolutionary new cross-platform
software development kit created by Google, makes it easier than ever to write secure, high-performance native apps for iOS and
Android. Flutter apps are blazingly fast because this open source solution compiles your Dart code to platform-specific programs
with no JavaScript bridge! Flutter also supports hot reloading to update changes instantly. And thanks to its built-in widgets and
rich motion APIs, Flutter’s apps are not just highly responsive, they’re stunning! Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook
in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the technology With Flutter, you can build mobile applications
using a single, feature-rich SDK that includes everything from a rendering engine to a testing environment. Flutter compiles
programs written in Google’s intuitive Dart language to platform-specific code so your iOS and Android games, utilities, and
shopping platforms all run like native Java or Swift apps. About the book Flutter in Action teaches you to build professional-quality
mobile applications using the Flutter SDK and the Dart programming language. You’ll begin with a quick tour of Dart essentials
and then dive into engaging, well-described techniques for building beautiful user interfaces using Flutter’s huge collection of builtin widgets. The combination of diagrams, code examples, and annotations makes learning a snap. As you go, you’ll appreciate
how the author makes easy reading of complex topics like routing, state management, and async programming. What's inside
Understanding the Flutter approach to the UI All the Dart you need to get started Creating custom animations Testing and
debugging About the reader You’ll need basic web or mobile app development skills. About the author Eric Windmill is a
professional Dart developer and a contributor to open-source Flutter projects. His work is featured on the Flutter Showcase page.
Table of Contents: PART 1 - MEET FLUTTER 1 ¦ Meet Flutter 2 ¦ A brief intro to Dart 3 ¦ Breaking into Flutter PART 2 - FLUTTER
USER INTERACTION, STYLES, AND ANIMATIONS 4 ¦ Flutter UI: Important widgets, themes, and layout 5 ¦ User interaction:
Forms and gestures 6 ¦ Pushing pixels: Flutter animations and using the canvas PART 3 - STATE MANAGEMENT AND
ASYNCHRONOUS DART 7 ¦ Flutter routing in depth 8 ¦ Flutter state management 9 ¦ Async Dart and Flutter and infinite scrolling
PART 4 - BEYOND FOUNDATIONS 10 ¦ Working with data: HTTP, Firestore, and JSON 11 ¦ Testing Flutter apps
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optimized hybrid applications using the latest version of Ionic Discover the latest and upcoming features of Ionic A practical guide
that will help you fully utilize all the features and components of Ionic efficiently Who This Book Is For The target audience for this
book is intermediate-level application developers who have some basic knowledge of Ionic. What You Will Learn Use every Ionic
component and its customization according to the application along with some important third party components Recently released
Lazy Loading and Grid System supporting desktop application with Electron Integration of the various Ionic backend services and
features such as Ionic Push, DB, Auth, Deploy in your application Exploration of white-listing, CORS, and various other platform
security aspects to secure your application Synchronization of your data with the cloud server and fetching it in real time using
Ionic Cloud and Firebase services Integration of the Cordova iBeacon plugin which will fetch contextual data on the basis of
location and Websockets for real time communication for IOT based applications Implementation of offline functionality in your
PWA application using service-worker, cache storage and indexedDB In Detail Ionic is an open source, front-end framework that
allows you to develop hybrid mobile apps without any native-language hassle for each platform. It offers a library of mobileoptimized HTML, CSS, and JS components for building highly interactive mobile apps. This book will help you to develop a
complete, professional and quality mobile application with Ionic Framework. You will start the journey by learning to configure,
customize, and migrate Ionic 1x to 3x. Then, you will move on to Ionic 3 components and see how you can customize them
according to your applications. You will also implement various native plugins and integrate them with Ionic and Ionic Cloud
services to use them optimally in your application. By this time, you will be able to create a full-fledged e-commerce application.
Next, you will master authorization, authentication, and security techniques in Ionic 3 to ensure that your application and data are
secure. Further, you will integrate the backend services such as Firebase and the Cordova iBeacon plugin in your application.
Lastly, you will be looking into Progressive Web Applications and its support with Ionic, with a demonstration of an offline-first
application. By the end of the book, you will not only have built a professional, hybrid mobile application, but will also have ensured
that your app is secure and performance driven. Style and approach A step-by-step guide (covering all its features and
components) to build a complete mobile application using Ionic. Each chapter will cover different features of Ionic.
With 55 in-depth chapters, over 470 pages and 23 example app projects (including the source code), Firebase Essentials Android Edition provides everything you need to successfully integrate Firebase cloud features into your Android apps. This book
covers the key features of Android app development using Firebase including integration with Android Studio, User Authentication
(including email, Twitter, Facebook and phone number sign-in), Realtime Database, Cloud Storage, Firebase Cloud Messaging
(both upstream and downstream), Dynamic Links, Invites, App Indexing, Test Lab, Remote Configuration, Cloud Functions,
Analytics and Performance Monitoring. The book is organized into chapter groups that focus on specific Firebase features, with
each topic area consisting of a detailed overview followed by tutorial style examples that put theory into practice.
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This book presents selected, high-quality research papers from the International Conference on Electronic Systems and
Intelligent Computing (ESIC 2020), held at NIT Yupia, Arunachal Pradesh, India, on 2 – 4 March 2020. Discussing the
latest challenges and solutions in the field of smart computing, cyber-physical systems and intelligent technologies, it
includes papers based on original theoretical, practical and experimental simulations, developments, applications,
measurements, and testing. The applications and solutions featured provide valuable reference material for future
product development.
??????????????????? “???”???????????
Create reliable, robust, and efficient Android apps with industry-standard design patterns About This Book Create
efficient object interaction patterns for faster and more efficient Android development Get into efficient and fast app
development and start making money from your android apps Implement industry-standard design patterns and best
practices to reduce your app development time drastically Who This Book Is For This book is intended for Android
developers who have some basic android development experience. Basic Java programming knowledge is a must to get
the most out of this book. What You Will Learn Build a simple app and run it on real and emulated devices Explore the
WYSIWYG and XML approaches to material design provided within Android Studio Detect user activities by using touch
screen listeners, gesture detection, and reading sensors Apply transitions and shared elements to employ elegant
animations and efficiently use the minimal screen space of mobile devices Develop apps that automatically apply the
best layouts for different devices by using designated directories Socialize in the digital word by connecting your app to
social media Make your apps available to the largest possible audience with the AppCompat support library In Detail Are
you an Android developer with some experience under your belt? Are you wondering how the experts create efficient and
good-looking apps? Then your wait will end with this book! We will teach you about different Android development
patterns that will enable you to write clean code and make your app stand out from the crowd. The book starts by
introducing the Android development environment and exploring the support libraries. You will gradually explore the
different design and layout patterns and get to know the best practices of how to use them together. Then you'll then
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develop an application that will help you grasp activities, services, and broadcasts and their roles in Android
development. Moving on, you will add user-detecting classes and APIs such as gesture detection, touch screen listeners,
and sensors to your app. You will also learn to adapt your app to run on tablets and other devices and platforms,
including Android Wear, auto, and TV. Finally, you will see how to connect your app to social media and explore
deployment patterns as well as the best publishing and monetizing practices. The book will start by introducing the
Android development environment and exploring the support libraries. You will gradually explore the different Design and
layout patterns and learn the best practices on how to use them together. You will then develop an application that will
help you grasp Activities, Services and Broadcasts and their roles in Android development. Moving on, you will add user
detecting classes and APIs such as at gesture detection, touch screen listeners and sensors to our app. You will also
learn to adapt your app to run on tablets and other devices and platforms, including Android Wear, Auto, and TV. Finally,
you will learn to connect your app to social media and explore deployment patterns and best publishing and monetizing
practices. Style and approach This book takes a step-by-step approach. The steps are explained using real-world
practical examples. Each chapter uses case studies where we show you how using design patterns will help in your
development process.
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